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Fereydoun Moshiry (1926-2000) is one of the most accomplished poets of Iran in the modern era. This poem of Moshiry contains profound statements about human nature that provide some guidance to the interested to spiritually purify and cleanse ourselves. It also sheds light on the events of our time as well as times past.

The sages of ancient Iran, in an attempt to trace the problems of humanity to their root cause, were preoccupied with the entities that comprise the complex human spiritual compound. These entities are each referred to as nafs in Persian. They are the various constituents of our 'selves', our faculties which can be autonomous, but not in the sense of faculty of mind. Rather, they are primordial, in the nature of the human being. They vie for control inside the human spiritual compound. By suppression of other such faculties one or other may express itself to the outside world through the actions, or status, means and wherewithal of the human being.

Thus there is the nafs of ammareh, autonomous faculty of lascivious concupiscence, a yearning for earthly possessions, power and lewdness. There is the nafs of lavvameh, an autonomous faculty of conscience that feels remorse in immoral acts. In the following
poem Moshiry characterizes the former as the "wolf inside". Among the poet-philosophers of Iran who have often weighed in on this issue are Rumi and Sa'di. It is part of the body of knowledge that was first developed orally and passed down the generations through the oral tradition, whereby then it was at one point committed to writing and transmitted along with the oral tradition.

Rendition into English:

A sage of old once observed a rash wolf
Hides inside every human being

Inevitably there is a war on-going
Night and day between human and the wolf
Physical strength and prowess are to no avail in this war
It is only wisdom that may guide the way

Many a human being suffer and are distressed
With arms virtually at the throat of the wolf

Many a brave, strong man are
But captives in the claws of the wolf

Whoso shall joust the wolf inside
Shall attains to true status of human

Whoso should make compromises with the wolf inside
In time shall acquire disposition of the wolf inside

Whoso should constantly get defeated by the wolf
Though human in countenance, is in fact wolf

Slay the wolf inside in your formative years
Alas, that it might grow old with you

In latter days even if brave as a lion
You are helpless trying to face down the wolf

Witness people literally tearing each other apart
It is the wolves inside who are their guides and lead

Witness humanity everywhere suffering
It is the wolves inside who rule

Witness oppressors in company of one another
It is the wolves inside who are acquainted and know each other

Wolves in company, humans in enmity
Why, to whom shall I lament this travesty?
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